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1. INTRODUCTION 

Investigations of pion production characteristics in had
ron-nucleus collisions, depending on the nuclear matter layer 
thickness involved in the interaction process, provide infor
mation on projectile energy' dissipation in its passage through 
the target nucleus / 1/ • Nuclear matter excitation and particle' 
ejection take place as B result of incident particle energy 
deposition. To investigate the properties of the excited ob
jects, which are the sources of secondary particles, a sui
table reference frame should be used. The rest frame of par
ticle sources would be the best one if such a frame generally 
exists. This proQlem is clearly seenwhen evaluating the 
space-time characteristics of the emission process by means 
of the two-particle correlation method / 2 ,SI • The dependence 
of the size of the pion emission volume on the reference 
frame velocity was observed experimentally/4/. A strong 
dependence of inciusive pion distributions on their emission 
angles in the laboratory system can be taken as another 
exámple / &/ . The influence 'of the p~rticle source velocity 
seems to be involved here as we11 /8/. 

The elimination of the dependence of secondary particle 
characteristics on the source velocity could, on the one hand, 
yield information on the local nuclear matter excitation and, ' 
on the other, allow one to evaluate the stopping power of the 
target nucleus. Looking for the dependence of the secondary 
particle characteristics on the involved nuclear matter layer 
thickness seems to be a suitable method for this purpose. 

In the present pap~r we investigate the process of inci
dent particle energy dissipation inside the target nucleus 
by analysing neutral pion distributions as a function of the 
number of fast protons emitted. This number is commonly used 
as a characteristic of impact parameter and is related to 
the involved nuclear matter layer thickness / 7/. 

The method of data analysis used here is similar to the 
approach proposed by T.Siemiarczuk twenty years ago 181 for 
"--Xe collisions at 9 GeV/c and by J.Bartke et aI. for 
nucleus-nucleus reactions at 4.2 GeV/c per nucleon / 9 / • 

2. EXPERlMENT 

The collisions of 3.5 GeV/c negatively charged·pions with 
xenon nuelei (Z = 54, <A> = 131.3) were inves~igated on pho-' 
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tographs from the 180 litre xenon bubble chamber irradiated 
at ITEP, Moscow. The dimensions of the chamber were 103x44x

3
x40 cm • The interactions of beam particles were recorded in 
a central region of 40xl0xIO cmS. The chamber operated with
out a magnetic field. The events of primary pion collisions 
with the xenon nuclei were selected independently of the 
number 'of secondary charged particles and negaton-posi t ron 
pairs produced by gamma-quanta outgoing from the interaction 
point. 

The tracks of lengths larger than about 5 mm are detectable 
in the chamber with an approximately constant efficiency of 
nearly 100%. A kinetic energy of 22 MeV for pro tons and about 
10 MeV for charged pions corresponds to this track length. 
The positive piqns stopping within the chamber are identified 
by the chara~teristic track sequence left by the charged se
condaries emerging in the decay processo AlI the tracks left 
by the particies stoppíng inside the chamber without visible 
interaction or decay are accepted to be proton tracks. The 
fraction of negative pion tracks in such a sample is estimated 
to be no more than 2%. The pro tons óf momenta between 200 and 
600 MeV/c are recorded with a full efficiency while some of 
faster pro tons leave the chamber without stopping. The cor
responding loss should not exceed 4% as indicated by the ex
trapolation ·of the proton momentum spectrum. 

Secondary neutral pions of any kinetic energy, including 
zero, are recorded and identified by the tracks of negaton~ 
positron conversion pairs and electron-photon showers created 
by gamma quanta. (The dimensions of the chamber in radiation 
length units are 26xlIxlO). The gamma quantum energies are 
determined from the total track length of conversion negatons 
ans positrons. The mean accuracies in deter,mining gamma quan
tum energy and emission angle are 17% and 1.2 degrees, respec
tively. The detection efficiency of gamma quanta is higher 
than 90%, and it does not depend essentially on the energies
and multiplicities of gammas. 

It has been found that neutral pions are the main source of 
the observed gammas: the decays ~O~2y and ~thers are only 
a few per cento In the samp La of events wi,th Ny>2, indivi
dual "0 and 1]0 'mesons were identified by searching for such 
a combination of gamma quantum pairs, in e~ch event separa
tely, for which the effective masses are the nearest to the 
masses of"o and 1]0 mesons. For the identified "0 mesons the 
energy correction of corresponding gamma quanta was made on 
condition that the effective mass m,yy coincides with the 
mass o~ "0 meson. The mean accuracies in determining "0 energy 

and angle (after gamma quantum energy correction) are 9.3% 
and J.9 degrees, respectively. 

3. RAPIDITY AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS OF NEUTRA~ PIONS 

Later on we use the number of identified protons, Np' as 

J 
a measure of nuclear matter involvement in the interaction 

: processo 
Figure J presents the "' rapidity distributions in the 

laboratory system for various classes of 'proton multiplici
ties. AlI the distributions are normalized to one. The ver
tical dotted lines denoted by arrows (Ylab ' Y ) show theoms 
positions of the values of y for the laboratory system and 
for the frame of incident pion-target nucleon, respectívely. 
AlI the distributions are approximately similar and symmetri
cal in forro, but their location on the y axis shifts to smal

ler values with increasing Np'
LNt.. 
---.t& 

The dispersion of the ydistri
~ butions decreases as well.0,05 

~__2" Figure 2. shows a quantita
tive picture of these dependen
ces. The empty circles and 

I~I bars í.n Fig.2a denote' the 
~ mean and median values of y, 

respectively. Both values are 
generally the same for the saroe 
numbers Np what corresponds to 
symmetrical distribution shapes. 
The values of y for the smallest 
and greatest Npare close to 
the above defined values of 
Yoms ando YIab' respectively. The 
first case is related to quasi
elementary reactions with peri

o,ol I' : 'III~ ti Fig. 1. Rapid~ty dist1'ib~tionB 
I of neut.ral: pione for dt.-fferent 

-2 1 O 1 2 3 '.:1 numbers of emitted pro tone N p • o 

n 

pheral nucleons; the second one corresponds to ceptral colli
sions with nearly isotropic pion emission in the laboratory 
system. The events having intermediate velocities of emitting 
systems lie between them. Apart from the first point for Np=O, 
the change of <y> with increasing Np has a line~r character. 

O I : lfJ, rHJ / 
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Fig.2. Dependence of the neut
i r a Z pion distribut~on para
j metere on the number of pr-o
tons emitted. <Y rro> - mean 
ual.ue, a( Y110 ) ..;. dispersion of 
the rapidity distribution. 
The bars in Fig.2a show the 
positions of median rapidity }1vaZues. 
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Fig. 3. AnguZar distributions I~ 
of neubral. pions for diffe
rent eZasses of proton muZ
tipZieities. Zab - Zaboratory 
euetieme, cme - ,,--N cme, 
sym - system of symmetricaZ 
pion emission. 

The slope coefficient 

~Y/dNp= -0.081 ~ 0.003 

can be used as a measure of xenon nucleus st~pping power. The
 
dispersion a(y"o) decreases slightly with increasing N as
 
shown in Fig.2b. p
 

we cannot take invisible neutrons into account and a small 
part of protons remains unidentified).A sharp peak in the 
backward direction is seen for the greatest Np numbers. The 
third column presents the angular distributions in the frames 
moving in the laboratory system with velocities depending on 
the number of emitted protons. Thesé distributions will be 
discussed in the next section. 

4. SYSTEM OF SYMMETRIC PION EMIssrON 

The observed regularities in the 11° ch~racteristics are 
consistent with the assumption of pion emission from the sys
tems moving in the laboratory with velocities depending on 
the number of emitted protons or, in other words, on the in~ 

.	 volved nuclear matter layer thickness. Taking' this assumption 
as a working hypothesis, the energies and longitudinal compo-r 
nents of pion momenta were transformed to the systems (sym):' 
moving in the laboratory with velocities depending on Np and 
defined as 191 : 

f3 B (N p) = tanh [ YM (N p)] , 

where. YM(N p) i.s a median value of y as a func tion of Np '
 
The results of transformation are presented -í.n the third
 

column of Fig.3 and in the following figures.
 
EquaI pion numbers in the forward and backward d í r ec t í.ons 

seen in Fig.3 (column inarked "sym") are the result of imposed 
trangformation conditions. Both the degree of symmetry and 
isotropy reflect physical properties of the pion emission pro
cesso AlI the distributions were approximated by ~ synnnetrical 
function of the form: 

dN I d cos e = c *u .+ a *cos 2 e). 

The results of approximation are shown in Fig.3 by the 
continuous lines. AlI fits give reasonable values of X2 what 
reflects a satisfactory degree of synnnetry. The anisotropy 
coefficient a reaches its greatest values for the distribu

The changes of angular distributions with the increase of	 tions of the smalest numbers N ' i.e. for quasi-elementaryp
Np are shown in Fig.3. The first column presents the "0 angu reactions. For the greatest numbers N ' i.e. for central col ..p
lar distributions in the laboratory system. For small proton	 lisioos, the angular distribution corresponds to nearly iso!~
 
multiplicities a sharp peak is seen in the forward direction; tropic pion emission. The values of the coefficient a for 
for Np > 8 the distribution becomes fl'at. The second column the smallest and greatest numbers N arep
shows the distributions of the same pions but in the "--N ' a (N p = 0, 1) = 0.68 ± 0.12 and a(N p ~7) = 0:30 ± 0.22. ' crns For Np = O the distribution is nearly isotropic (Note that 
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Fig.4 illustrates a symmetry test of the rapidity distri 
bution in the (sym) system. Two parts of'the forward and back
ward y distributions are superimposed on this figure for com
parison. Both parts have practically the sarne shape. 

A test for incident pion rnomenturn dissapation into parallel 
and perpendicular components of neutral pion rnomenta is pre
sented in Fig.5. The mean longitudinal "o .momenta in the (sym) 
system and the transversal ones as a function of proton num
ber are presented in this figure. Both components decrease 
with increasing N , but the absolute values of Pilare dis-' 
tinctly greater than P ~ for small numbers of emitted protons. 
The difference di~appears for the highest numbers Np showing 
that in the case of central collisions the momenta of secon
dary pions are approxirnately uniforrnly distributed. 
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Fig.5. Mean transversal and Np>S 

transformed longitudinal mo
menta of neutral pions depen
ding on proton multiplicity. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
In the perforrned data analysis the system (sym) ~as used 

in which neutral pion distributions have sirni1ar properties 
independently of ihe target nucleus involvement in the in
teraction processo It seems to us that this approach can be 
used to separate the local source parameters from the global 
characteristics of secondary particles. 

For small proton nurnbers we have observed the characteris
tic properties of elementary reactions in the angular pion 
distributions. The pion energy degradation, seen through the 
dependence of mean rapidity values on Np , is followed by 

i I	 ~ig.4. Distribution of the 
absolute values of neutral 
pion rapidity in the sym
metrical system. F - forward, 
B - backward hemisphere. 
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increasing the degree of isotropy observed in the angular and 
momentum distributions. The characteristic features of pion 
emission from the system resting in the laQoratory have been 
observed in the case of central pion-nucleus collisions. 
Therefore, the xenon nucleus appears to be able to completély 
stop	 the incident pion at 3.5 GeV/c. The events, where the 
incident pion was absorbed in the xenon nucleus without pion 
production, were identified in our earlier paper/ 10 / . The mean 
number of emitted pro tons in' such events is more than two 
times greater than in other inelastic collisions. 

Finally, we would like to note that the method of data 
analysis applied here is of a g~neral nature and is not relat 
ed to some particular reaction mechanism. So, the observed 
tendencies can be explained in the frame of the approach/8/ , 

where ""o-mesons- are produced in a single act of interaction 
of an incident pion with an aggregate of nucleons". It is 
possible, however, that a more complex process leads to the 
same	 final experimental results /11. 12/ . It has been shown/9 / 

that	 ~he sYmmetry effect of the rr--meson rapidity distribu
tions in nucleus-nucleus co~lisions, similar to those ob
served here, can be naturally explained in the frame of the 
additive quark moclel/ 13/ • 

Thus, the mass of an "aggregate of nucleons" or tb..e "num
ber of interacting nucleons" related to the"number of woun
ded quarks" can be found from the synrrnetry properties of pions 
in a	 given reference frame. The mass of the effective target 
involved in the formation of pion sources, Mt , can be evalua
ted from the relation/ 14/ : 

fJ =Plna/(E 1no+M t ) t 

where Etna and P i ne are the energy and momentum of the inci
dent	 pion and ~ 1S the velocity of the symmetrical system. 

The values of Mt obtained from this relation as a function 
of emitted proton numbers are given in the Table. The corres
ponding values of mean rapidity <y> and velocity ~ are also 
given here. The kind of dependence of these values on the num
ber of emitted pro tons shows that 'the proceSs of energy 10ss 
and dissipation has a monotonous character and is direct1y 
related to the nuclear matter layer thi'ckness involved in the 
interaction. The system of symmetric pion emission seems to 
be suitable as a reference frame for hadron-nuc1eus and .nu
cleus-nuc1eus data analysis. 

The authors are gratefu1 to V.G.Grishin, L.M.Shcheg10va and 
A.N.So10min for usefu1 discussions and comments. 
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----------------------------------------------------------

Table 

Values of mean "0 rapidity <y>~ velocity ~ and effec

tive target mass Mt as a function of proton number Np
 

M-f),	 GeVNp <y> iJ 
O 0.95 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.01 1~2 ± 0.1 

1.9	 ± 0.11 0.78 ± 0.02 0.65 ± 0.02 

2 0.62 ± 0.03 0.55 ± 0.02 2.a·± 0.2 

3 0.58 ± 0.03 0.52 ± 0.02 3.2 ± 0.3 

4 0.45 ± 0.03 0.42 ± 0.03 4.8 ± 0.5 

0.40 ± 0.03 S. 1 (+0.6, -·0.5)5 0.43 ± 0.03 
8.6 (+2.4, -1. 4)6 0.30 ± 0.04 0.29 ± 0.04 

7	 0.30 ± O.OS 0.29 ± 0.05 8.6 (+2.4, -1. 4) 

-3.6)8 0.20 ± 0.08 0.20 ± 0.06 13.8 (+7.7, 

>8 0.05 ± 0.06 0.05 ± 0.06 66. (+85. , -40. ) 

0.62 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.01 2.8 ± 0.1>" O 
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